Road Rail and Rail Bound Plant Information Bulletin

The purpose of this bulletin is to remind MTM employees and Third Parties of the TVO requirements that are mandatory from 30 Jun 2016.

This bulletin replaces bulletins 49, 54 and 56.

What do I need to hold if operating Rail Bound Plant or Road Rail Plant?

You must hold either of the following roles on your RIW Card if operating Rail Bound or Road Rail Plant:

- **Road Rail Plant:**
  - Road Rail Plant Operator – National
    - MTM – TVO 1 or MTM – TVO 2 depending on where you are moving the plant on MTM’s network
  - Civil Plant role (if applicable, ie. Backhoe – National)
  - MTM – Operator

- **Rail Bound Plant:**
  - Rail Bound Plant Operator – National
  - TVO 1 or 2 – depending on where you are moving the plant on MTM’s network
  - MTM – Operator

*Note: If either plant type is travelling with an On Track Maintenance Machine Competent Person (the old Level 5) then the operator only requires TVO 1 because the TVO 2 component is being managed by the Level 5.*

Who can deliver the new national units of competence behind the national roles?

You can go to [www.training.gov.au](http://www.training.gov.au) and search for a provider in your area.

Who can deliver MTM – TVO Course?


Please direct enquiries to: competencies@metrotrains.com.au